ABSTRACT
In spite of using different strategies, the goal of these hypothesis testing methods is to reject/accept the rule for H 0 : "the gene G is not differentially expressed between SAGE libraries" with an associated significance level.
Unfortunately, those hypothesis testing approaches deals only with punctual estimation for "expression ratio" random variable. They answer the biologist's question: "what are the genes with differential expression greater than r with P-value smaller than P?". Another useful and not yet explored question is: "what is the uncertainty in differential expression ratio of a gene?".
Posterior analyses could be highly improved with knowledge of experimental technique variability. Additionally, we believe that it could be intuitive for biologists to get their answers about gene's relative expression as a number with error-bar, i.e., estimation by interval.
We have used Bayesian model that provides credibility intervals for SAGE differential gene expression ratios as a more informative alternative to hypothesis tests. As a Bayesian model, it can handle biologist's prior knowledge about transcripts abundance.
This model is concluded and we already submitted the manuscript to Bioinformatics journal (Oxford Press).
For a given gene, counting tags is a Bernoulli Process that generates our observation (N,T), where N are the counts for the gene tag and T the total number of sequenced tags. Using a Beta as a priori distribution of gene's abundance π we get the well-known Bayesian result that π|N,T is Beta. It's not easy to derive an analytical form for the posteriori probability distribution of "ratio of expression" R =π A /π B , so we use a computational approach drawing Beta variates.
With estimated R distribution we integrate to obtain confidence intervals.
We use input data from SAGE Genie for an application example of our method [1] .
Our approach works entirely and solely at the parametric space instead of sample space, as in frequentist procedures. All inference is made only upon observed data, instead of upon "data that could be observed but was not", thus don't violate Likelihood Principle. This means that P-value, adjustments for it (such as Bonferroni), and so on, are meaningless in our approach.
In this work we explore only credibility intervals, but the same statistical principles can be used to construct a fully Bayesian significance test, avoiding P-value adjustments and paradoxes [3] .
Further development in our method should consider uncertainty due to eventual counting errors or tag misclassification [2] .
